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Coderush code templates

Today I will briefly explain one of CodeRush's cool and slightly more advanced features in more detail. But first, a little background. One of the many things I found fun about CodeRush was template shortcuts, VS-style code snippets but better. I find myself typing a lot of space to produce: throw a new Exception(); with my scales placed in quotation marks in exception. However, I will dutifully go back and modify the Exceptions so that
I don't throw generic exceptions and evoke ire best practices–adherents everywhere. It rained on my parade a little bit, because I found the time savings not to be optimized. I decided that I would create a specific template for the exceptionS I used to use, and I'll document that process here if anyone might find it helpful. This is a very simple template addition and probably a good foray to create your own CodeRush template. The first
thing to do is heat up Visual Studio and launch the CodeRush option, which, in the spirit of CodeRush, can be cut short using Ctrl-Alt-Shift-O. From here, you can select Editor from the main menu and then select Templates. This will bring up a sub-screen template: From here, you can search for tne or navigate to the Program Block -&gt; Flow -&gt; tne: Now, you will be prompted for a name. Call it tnioe to throw a new
InvalidOperationException(); (You can call it anything you like to type.) Next, in the Expansion frame, change the Exception to InvalidOperationException and click Apply. Now, when you exit the options window and type room-tnioe in the editor, you will see your new template. As a bonus, I would describe something I encountered and make me crazy before I knew how to fix it. The CodeRush options screen remembers where you
were last in its navigation tree the next time you launch it. However, it may somehow lose its actual view of the main tree and get stuck in the yard of any sub-option you go through without being able to return. To fix this, go to DevExpress-&gt;about and click the Settings button. This will open a folder on your drive that contains xml file settings. Close the options window in Visual Studio and open OptionsDialog.xml. Set the Option with
the SplitOpen name attribute to True and you'll have your normal sane options back. Entity Framework Class (shortcut efc) Entity Framework Property (shortcut efpr) Entity Framework Property (shortcut efnp) Entity Framework Collection (shortcut efcol) Entity Framework extensions (shortcut efext) Entity Framework ModelBuilder Association (shortcut efrom) You can download all these amazing code templates here
CSharp_BitFrameworks_EntityFramework.zip 2019. Mace 21. februāris 22:34 · The standard template library contains over a thousand static code templates designed to help you realize any coding requirements. Templates are organized by category. For example, there is no The 25 root categories for the CSharp language on the Template options page, such as: ASP.NET Attributes Comments Referral Declaration Graphic Pattern
GraphicAl Pattern Program Block WCF Text Testing Area etc. Each programming language has its own set of categories and templates. You can import and export template categories, and add your own categories with custom templates. With dynamic list capabilities, the number of code templates can total in the tens of thousands. After learning the template language, it's easy to remember and write code using templates very
quickly. Here are some basic code templates from the library that you can start with. Type Declaration Template Type makes it easy to generate classes, structures, interfaces, enumerations, etc. They are available in the appropriate context (condition), for example, on an empty row in the namespace. Mnemonic Declaring c Class i Interface s Struct d Delegate e Enumeration a Abstract class x Exception class Member Declarations
Member declaration template lets you generate new methods, properties, fields, and events. Mnemonic Declares m Method p Property v Variable ev Event Note that the 'v' template can declare not only fields, but also local variables and parameters depending on the current context. In combination with a dynamic list of standard types, you can specify the type of member you want using mnemonic additional type specifications:
Mnemonic Type o object b Boolean c Char i Int32 d String s double u UInt32 etc... Loop and block template code for fast generation loops such as 'for', 'foreach', 'while', 'do' and other code blocks such as 'if', 'switch', 'try/catch' etc. Mnemonic Loop or block f The 'for' loop fe The 'foreach' loop w The 'while' loop dw The 'do/while' loop if Block 'if' sw Block 'switch' tc Block 'try/catch' tcf Block 'try/catch/finally' etc... Returns a code template
value to return a statement with the desired return value. Mnemonic Return value rn null rt true rf false r0 zero r1 one r-1 -1 rth this r' single-quoted character r double-quoted string Note that the template 'r' will execute the Smart Return feature. This feature allows you to quickly select the returned value from the suggested value (for example, a local variable). You can view a complete collection of code templates for each language on
the Templates options page. —– Product: CodeRush Pro Version: 12.1 and higher VS IDEs: 2008 and up Updated: Oct / 23 / 2012 ID: C207 Similar Posts: CodeRush Code Template overview How to load / change the CodeRush Template from within the Dynamic template of your DXCore plug-inRush and the dynamic list of The Introduce ForEach Action refactoring Code Issues - Try the statement without capturing or finally this Blog
is dedicated to Visual Studio productivity tools from DevExpress such as DXCore, CodeRush, Refactor, What's going on? It may contain useful tips and tricks for this IDE Tool for the development of DXCore-based plug-ins. New to using the site or or to DevExpress IDE Tools? - Please read Download the entire website organized into one organized PDF file (19,868,692 bytes) The opinions expressed here are my own personal
opinions and do not represent the views of my employer in any way. Devex, DevExpress, Developer Express, DXCore, CodeRush and Refactor! is a trademark of Developer Express Inc. All other brand or product names are trademarks and/or service trademarks of their respective owners. CodeRush includes a powerful library of code templates. This library contains shortcuts for the most common code constructs. The table below
shows the most useful templates. C Class Expansion Context Template Creation type with default constructor Extend on empty lines, in name rooms, classes, or struct. The i Interface is expanded in the content of the namespace. s Struct Declaration Expanded in namespace, class or struct. e Public Enum Expanded on an empty row, in a nameroom, class, or struct. Abstract Expanded class on an empty row, in a nameroom, class, or
struct. d Delegate Expanded on an empty row, in a nameroom, class, or struct. x Exceptions to the class of hereditary declarations. Expand on an empty row, in a nameroom, class, or struct. t Expanded test equipment outside the classroom. t Test method Expanded in a class on an empty row. cc Make the constructor Expandable in the class on an empty row. Member and Variable Templates * Expansion V or v Variables (parameter,
local, field) N or n New Instances O or o Read-only Field M or m Method P or p Property R or r Read-only properties W or w Write-only properties A or properties that are implemented automatically t Type Reference q Constant c Class *Uppercase extended to static members. You can find detailed information about member declaration templates in the Member Declaration article. If/Else Expansion Template if ifn statement
otherwise... I'm Other If Other if... Try the Expansion template tc try /catch tf try/finally tcf try/catch/finally Flow Template Expansion for For loop fe For Each w While loop dw Do While sw Switch se Select tne Throw new exception u Using statement b Begin/end block You can use the following tip: Shift+Space suppresses template expansion. t, f, and n for right, wrong and null. r, rt, rf, and rn return value. A complete list of templates is
available in code template configuration options. See Also Custom CodeRush Template includes a large library of code templates in C#, VB, JavaScript, TypeScript, and XAML. Templates are memorizable character sequences that evolve into boilerplate code such as class or property definitions. Templates help you write code faster. You can also create custom templates for each piece of code in C#, VB, JavaScript, TypeScript,
XAML, CSS, HTML, and F# languages. See the Add Template topic for more information about how to create a template. Expand Template Type a template name and press to expand the template. For example, type c and press Space to create a simple class in C#. This will create new classes and commands to name it (CodeRush names the constructor automatically). You can also expand a template with the Tab key. Use one of
the following ways to bind the TemplateExpand command to the Tab key: The Setup Wizard (available from the CodeRush Setup Wizard -&gt;... options menu). Shortcuts... items (available from options &gt; -IDE) page. The example below shows how to expand the g3x2 template with the Tab key in XAML to create a grid with three columns and two rows. The default CodeRush configuration doesn't interfere with Visual Studio
features like IntelliSense. IntelliSense prevents the Space or Tab keys from extending the template because it confirms IntelliSense suggestions. You should press Esc to close the IntelliSense suggestions window and then press Space to expand the template. You can also force templates to expand in ide | IntelliSense options page. Expand Template in blazor C# template can be expanded from @code in a .razor file. CodeRush
declares dependent name space when the associated template is expanded. For example, the nsb template adds a System.Text namespace reference that uses to the top of the .razor file. Type the Mnemonic Code template allowing you to declare members and typed variables. For example, you can add mnemonic types to each member template or variable template to make it evolve to the correct type. The screencast below shows
how to extend a ps template to create a string type property. CodeRush Templates Depending on Context expands different templates depending on the context. For example, you can use a vs template to create a string type member variable if the insert mark is in the class. CodeRush Template Instructions show instructions for some of the more common templates in the Training Window. Using CodeRush | Windows | Training
menu item to access the Training Window. Learn More About Templates You can find more information about templates in the following topics: topics:
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